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joined Mr, Hosken's Committee1. He was often present at Indian
functions and never hesitated, in unequivocal language, to show
his sympathy towards us. We know that, when passive resistance
was at its height, he even carried on personal correspondence with
General Smuts, urging him to grant the demands of passive
resisters.
With Mr. Milligan's services to the Indian cause Indians are
quite familiar. He carried out the best traditions of the Mercury
and worthily filled the chair that used to be occupied by the late
Sir John Robinson2 and the late Mr. Ramsay Collins—no easy
task. Only the other week, we had the pleasure to reproduce a
trenchant leading article written in his paper by the deceased
regarding the arbitrary action of immigration officials. His pen was
ever ready to be used for any just cause.
In the passing away of such men. South Africa is undoubted-
ly the poorer. And the loss will be difficult to make up. We
tender our sympathy to the families of the deceased.
Indian Opinion, 30-8-1913
121. IMPORTANT JUDGMENT ABOUT MARRIAGE
An Indian woman named Bai Manchhi was stopped by the
Immigration Officer when entering [the Cape Colony] with her
husband. The latter, Bhagwan Bhikha by name, obtained an
interdict to enable her to land. Since their marriage in India was
not recognized, the counsel advised marriage with the woman
here. On the counsel writing to the magistrate, the latter expres-
sed his inability to register the marriage on the ground that the
woman was a prohibited immigrant. The husband thereupon
went in appeal, which Mr. Justice Gardiner decided in his favour
last week. The judge has held that under the law anyone's mar-
riage can be registered* The parties must only prove that they
are both eligible to get married under the law in force here. At
the time of marriage, whether one is a prohibited immigrant or
not is an irrelevant question. Accordingly, the magistrate has
been ordered to register the marriage without raising any such
issue, provided there is no other ground for objection. As a result
1	Committee of European  sympathizers  of  the   Indian  cause led   by
William Hosken, M.L.A. It had "pledged itself to support the British Indians
in their struggle" and to secure justice for them; vide VoL IX, pp. 128 & 518.
2	(1839-1903); Prime Minister and Colonial Secretary of Natal, 1893-7

